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Abstract: Logicians commonly speak in a relatively undifferentiated 
way about pre-euler diagrams. the thesis of this paper, however, is that 
there were three periods in the early modern era in which euler-type 
diagrams (line diagrams as well as circle diagrams) were expansively 
used. expansive periods are characterized by continuity, and regressive 
periods by discontinuity: While on the one hand an ongoing awareness 
of the use of euler-type diagrams occurred within an expansive period, 
after a subsequent phase of regression the entire knowledge about the 
systematic application and the history of euler-type diagrams was lost. i 
will argue that the first expansive period lasted from Vives (1531) to Alsted 
(1614). the second period began around 1660 with Weigel and ended in 1712 
with lange. the third period of expansion started around 1760 with the 
works of Ploucquet, euler and lambert. Finally, it is shown that euler-type 
diagrams became popular in the debate about intuition which took place 
in the 1790s between leibnizians and Kantians. the article is thus limited to 
the historical periodization between 1530 and 1800.
Keywords: diagrammatic reasoning, Euler diagrams, history of logic, logic 
diagrams 
introduction
euler diagrams and euler-type diagrams have been an increasingly used and 
investigated tool for the presentation of logical relations since the late 20th century 
(Moktefi & shin, 2012; legg, 2013). euler diagrams are logic diagrams in the 
form of circles which illustrate the actual relation between concepts or classes. 
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Here, the auxiliary term ‘euler-type diagram’ refers to diagrams which have a 
similarity to those of euler, but without necessarily referring to his own sketches. 
today, it is well known that such logic diagrams were not first used by leonhard 
euler. The question of whether diagrams were used first in ancient, medieval, 
or early modern times is controversial (stekeler-Weithofer, 1986, pp. 27–88; 
edwards, 2006; Macbeth, 2014, pp. 58–107) and will not be discussed in what 
follows. More relevant is the fact that one can speak of an increasing use of 
euler-type diagrams in early modern times over several centuries (Baron, 1969, 
p. 115). 
logicians commonly speak in a relatively undifferentiated way of pre-euler 
diagrams: Peter Bernhard (2001, pp. 69–80) has summarized them under the 
title ‘The use of diagrams before euler’. Mark Greaves (2002, pp. 115–21) 
has compiled both euler-type and other logic diagrams under the heading 
‘early diagrams for syllogistic logic’. Amirouche Moktefi and sun-Joo shin 
(2012, p. 616) have explained that although there were diagrams before the 
18th century, it was only with euler, who had popularized them through his 
systematics, that one could speak of a “golden age of logic diagrams” starting 
with him. These illustrative texts show that the authors emphasize the epoch-
making achievement of euler, but they are not concerned with a periodization 
of the early-modern diagrams. However, a chronological summary shows that 
there have always been very long periods of presence as well as absence of 
euler-type diagrams in early modern times. similar to an economic cycle, one 
can speak of ‘periods of expansion and recession’ in the history of euler-type 
diagrams.
The thesis of the present paper, however, is that there were three periods in 
the early modern era in which euler-type diagrams were expansively used. My 
criterion for a period consists of continuity as well as discontinuities: While on 
the one hand an ongoing awareness of euler-type diagrams occurs during the 
expansive periods, these periods are followed by phases of regression in which 
the entire body of knowledge about the systematic application and the history 
of euler-type diagrams is lost. expansive periods are characterized by continuity, 
and regressive periods by discontinuity. 
With the help of this criterion, i will argue that the first expansive period lasted 
from 1531 to 1614. The second period began around 1660 and ended in 1712. 
The third period of expansion started around 1760. The article is thus limited 
to the historical periodization between 1530 and 1800. since i am mainly 
interested in exposing the continuities and breaks in history, i will only describe 
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and explain some diagrams as examples. The focus of this article is rather on the 
reception history associated with the periodization.
Period i (1531–1614)
The first euler-type diagram, found in a mechanically reproduced work, dates 
from 1531 by Juan luis Vives. in the syllogism chapter of the second book 
of De censura veri et falsi, Vives first describes the classical syllogism. Then he 
explains the Aristotelian dictum de omni (et nullo) and the modus barbara, which 
he illustrates with a euler-type diagram (Fig. 1; Vives, 1531, fol. 57v). Vives gives 
no indication of how this diagram is to be understood or whether he has taken 
this method of illustration from somewhere. The text and diagram correspond 
only to one sentence: Vives speaks of the fact that one can represent the transitive 
inference with three triangles (“vt si tres trianguli pingantur,...”; Vives, 1531, fol. 
57v). in many cases, logic historians have asked why Vives speaks in the text of 
triangles, yet the figure shows angles or V’s (lange, 1894, p. 10). Vives’ diagram 
was first placed in a context with other logic diagrams in the early 19th century 
(Denzinger, 1824, p. 66).
Figure 1. Vives’ diagram 
in 1589, two further intensively discussed diagrams are found in the logic of the 
astronomer Nicolaus reimers (Ursus Dithmarsius), who was active in strasbourg 
during this time. Already in the title of his book Metamorphosis Logicae, he 
announces his diagrams. His textbook on logic contains “a solid, highly evident 
and conspicuous exposition of the compelling reasoning” (reimers, 1589, title 
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page). The two circle diagrams found in the book refer to the dictum de omni 
(Fig. 2) and to the dictum de nullo (Fig. 3) (reimers, 1589, pp. 32, 35). reimers 
suggests several times that the diagrams are directly inspired by the metaphors of 
Aristotle. Apart from the Aristotelian and ramistic logic, he criticizes all other 
Figure 2. ursus’ diagram (dictum de omni)
Figure 3. ursus’ diagram (dictum de nullo)
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logical textbooks. Thus, there is no direct historical reference to whether reimers 
took over euler-type diagrams from a predecessor. it was not until the late 20th 
century that a relationship between reimers’ diagrams and euler-type diagrams 
was mentioned (risse, 1970, pp. 191–192).
The last two euler-type diagrams in this period are found in Bartholomäus 
Keckermann in 1601 and 1603, as well as in Johann Heinrich Alsted in 1614. 
Keckermann uses line diagrams (Fig. 4) to explain why the first of the three 
Aristotelian figures and the dictum de omni are evident (“Dispositio huius figurae 
[sc. prima figura] evidens est”; Keckermann, 1601, p.  91). But there are two 
different versions of the same diagram: in 1601 it consists of equal lines (Fig. 4; 
Keckermann, 1601, p. 91), yet in 1603 the lines are of different length (Fig. 5; 
Keckermann, 1603, p. 429). in 1614, Alsted adopts the diagram (“diagramma”) 
and the associated logical example of Keckermann from 1601 (Alsted, 1614, 
Figure 4. Keckermann’s diagram (1601)
Figure 5. Keckermann’s diagram (1603) 
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p. 395).1 Although an explicit reference to the diagrammatic method cannot be 
found in either of the authors, it is very likely that both knew of Vives’ euler-
type diagram. Alsted was a student of Keckermann and Keckermann often refers 
to Vives and praises him to the skies. While the diagrams of Alsted were already 
discussed in the 19th century (Hamilton, 1860, p. 256), Keckermann’s diagrams 
have not yet been mentioned in logic history.
The fact that Vives, reimers, Keckermannn, and Alsted refer to their diagrams 
as an explanation of perfect syllogisms in relation to the dictum de omni (et 
nullo) reveals a similarity between all the authors and a continuity within the 
first period. since Vives, Keckermann, and Alsted can be attributed to the same 
encyclopaedic movement, there is a historical continuity (leinsle, 1988). in the 
widest sense, reimers is attached to this tradition. But he falls out of the frame 
in so far as he mentions no other author of this period by name and in so far as 
his diagrams remained unknown for a long time.
Period ii (1660–1712)
The second period consists of two schools that developed and used euler-type 
diagrams independently of one another. The first school developed around erhard 
Weigel in Jena and consists of Johann Christoph sturm and Gottfried Wilhelm 
leibniz; the second school was formed around Christian Weise in Zittau, and 
his students were samuel Grosser and Johann Christian lange.2 
it is highly probable that within this period Weigel was the first to find the euler-
type diagrams around 1660. in later years, he explained that he had encountered 
euler-type diagrams by interpreting Aristotelian metaphors (Weigel, 1669, 
p. 46). For this reason, he himself and some of his contemporaries spoke of 
“Weigelii inventa” in relation to his diagrams (Petri, 1704, p. 4; Weigel 1672, B 
2). After several controversies within his university, Weigel was not permitted to 
publish his original logical theories. Perhaps for this reason, he sent his student 
sturm to the liberal state of the Netherlands in order to make his invention public 
1 i will not take into account the dispute between Venn and Hamilton (1860, p. 256) as to 
what extent the linear diagrams of Alsted actually anticipate lambert’s visualization method. 
However, Hamilton argues that Alsted had lines of different length (as in Fig. 5) in mind 
and the diagram is only misrepresented (as in Fig. 4). Venn (1894, pp. 422–423) sees this 
differently.
2 For a more detailed description of the second period see lemanski, forthcoming.
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(Weigel, 1669, p. 47; Bullynck, 2013). Weigel’s own diagrams were published 
much later, in 1693, in Philosophia Mathematica. Weigel used a peculiar method: 
instead of circles, triangles or lines, he used uppercase letters to represent all valid 
syllogistic forms, for example in Figure 6 (Weigel, 1693, i p. 122, ii p. 105). 
But earlier, in 1661, sturm published a book entitled Novi Syllogizandi Modi in 
Den Haag in which he used circle diagrams in order to prove unusual forms of 
syllogisms (sturm, 1661). 
in 1666 leibniz published his dissertation in which he dealt with euler-type 
diagrams. leibniz criticized sturm’s method, arguing that it was not valid 
(leibniz, 1666, p. 23). Yet, beginning in the late 1670s, leibniz used circular 
and linear diagrams in several writings (lenzen, 1990, pp. 15–21). These logical 
writings, however, remained mostly unpublished until the beginning of the 20th 
century (leibniz, 1903).3 in later years leibniz confirmed that Weigel played a 
decisive role in the development of euler-type diagrams in this period (leibniz, 
1710, pp. 390–391). Furthermore, leibniz not only knew the diagrams of Weigel 
and sturm, but he also had established contact with the Weise circle (especially 
with lange) during his final years of life (leibniz, 1768, V, pp. 404–405).
in parallel with the development of the euler-type diagrams of leibniz and 
Weigel, a second school developed not far from Jena. in the 1790s, Weise was 
president of the Gymnasium in Zittau and taught four hours of logic weekly. 
Many logicians and rhetoricians came out of his school. Although only a few tree 
diagrams can be found in Weise’s books, it is astonishing that two of his students 
3 The diagrams of Weigel and sturm also became popular again in the 20th century (risse, 1970, 
p. 145; scholz, 1961, pp. 118–119).
Figure 6. Weigel’s diagram
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have made intensive use of diagrams. Both students, Grosser and lange, point 
verbally to a diagrammatic doctrine taught by Weise. in two books, published 
around 1797, Grosser uses a combination of a triangular and semicircular 
diagram in order to discuss the relationship between subject and predicate in 
judgments (Fig. 7; Grosser, 1697, pp. 117–118).4
After the death of Weise, lange commented extensively on his teacher’s principal 
work on logic. He published Weise’s handbook of logic together with his 700-page 
commentary in 1712 under the title Nucleus Logicae Weisianae. These comments 
contain numerous diagrams, in which lange not only uses circles to illustrate 
syllogisms but also to represent exceptional cases of logic (such as sorites, etc., see 
Fig. 8). in addition, the book contains numerous notes on the history of logic 
diagrams (Weise & lange, 1712, pp. 248, 295, 707, 827). lange explained that 
he was not only influenced by Weise, but also by sturm und Grosser. Although 
sturm’s diagrams seemed to be related to his own circle diagrams, lange presents 
arguments against strum which are similar to those of leibniz. Only later did 
he realize that Weigel had also used euler-type diagrams. regarding general 
logic diagrams, he traced the history back to the early sixteenth century. But 
concerning euler-type diagrams, he explained that Weigel played an important 
role for sturm, Weise, Grosser, and himself. leibniz, Vives, Keckermann and 
Alsted were mentioned once, but not in connection with the history of the logic 
diagrams. A reference to reimers is missing.
in sum, lange’s commentary is the most valuable guide to the development of 
logic diagrams in the time before euler. in addition to euler-type diagrams, 
he discusses numerous other diagram forms and related authors. Furthermore, 
4 Because of the clearer representation, Figure 7 has been taken from the 1721 edition.
Figure 7. Grosser’s diagram
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the work shows the subsequent link with all authors who used diagrams in the 
second period (except for leibniz). He knew of diagrams from the first period, 
that is, before Weigel and sturm, but he does not name euler-type diagrams 
from the 16th century. This indicates a clear gap between the two periods: lange, 
like Weigel, sturm, leibniz, Weise and Grosser, knows many (or even all) euler-
type diagrams from the second period, but none from the first.
Period iii (1760–1880)
in the period of the recession from 1712 to about 1760, at least one person 
dealt with euler-type diagrams. As recent studies prove, euler already used circle 
diagrams in his notebook in the late 1730s (Kobzar, 2010). it is probable that he 
also used them for teaching purposes in saint Petersburg. But in his diary as well 
as in Letters to a German Princess, On Different Subjects in Physics and Philosophy, 
written in 1762 and published in 1768, euler gave no historical reference: either 
euler himself had the idea of using circle diagrams in logic, or for some reason 
he just did not specify from whom he acquired this method.
Figure 8. lange’s diagram
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Besides euler, in the late 1750s and 1760s, Johann Heinrich lambert and 
Gottfried Ploucquet still used line and square diagrams in a similar manner in 
logic. However, the fact that lambert and Ploucquet argued intensively about 
who first had the idea to use euler-type diagrams reveals the discontinuity 
between the third period and the other previous two. 
Although euler was the first to have the idea in this period, Ploucquet was the first 
logician to publish euler-type diagrams in the third period (Bellucci, Moktefi & 
Pietarinen, 2014).  He published his squares (Fig. 9) in Fundamenta Philosophiae 
Speculativae as early as 1759, without any historical comment (Ploucquet, 1759, 
p. 25). it was not until 1763 that lambert published his diagrams in his Neues 
Organon. At first he only learned from Georg Jonathan von Holland (1764) 
that Ploucquet had also used euler-type diagrams. He probably assumed that he 
and Ploucquet had published their diagrams at about the same time (Wolters, 
1980, pp. 120–122). For this reason, lambert reported that already in 1762 he 
had found an “old scholastic logic, or a commentary on the logic of Aristotle” 
with logical “figures in woodcut” in the citizens’ library of the Zurich Water 
Church, which illustrated “many concepts and relations” (lambert, 1782, vol. 1, 
pp. 403–408). Because of this book, lambert came to the idea to develop euler-
type diagrams. Ploucquet informed lambert that his diagrams had already been 
published in 1759 and that he had had the idea a year earlier (Ploucquet, 1765, 
p. 8). 
Figure 9. Ploucquet’s diagram
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in the 1760s, Ploucquet sought out precursors of his calculus. By referring to 
historical notes in Johann Jakob Brucker and Heinrich Wilhelm Clemm, he 
denied that richard suiseth and ramon llull were forerunners of his method 
(Ploucquet, 1765, pp. 10–14). He also points to a work by lange (Inventum 
Novum Quadrati Logici Universalis), in which there are diagrams: While lange 
himself interpreted them as euler-type diagrams, Ploucquet only talks about their 
subordination method (Ploucquet, 1763, p. 22). in 1771, lambert also wrote 
some historical notes on euler-type diagrams (lambert, 1771, vol. 1, pp. Xiii, 
XXi, 128). He had recently found the commentary of lange’s Nucleus Logicae 
Weisianae from the second period. As described above, lange’s commentary 
to the Nucleus Logicae Weisianae contained more obvious euler-type diagrams 
than the book that Ploucquet had discovered. in principle, lambert explained, 
lange’s diagrams were the same as those of euler. But for lambert, his own 
method was more closely related to that of Ploucquet. Moreover, he does not 
know about the history of euler-type diagrams. lambert’s discovery of lange’s 
diagrams, however, was not taken into account for more than sixty years. Only 
Moritz Wilhelm Drobisch (1827, p. 5) and later Friedrich Ueberweg (1857, 
p. 225) referred back to lambert’s discovery of lange’s diagrams.
Although lambert’s and Ploucquet’s methods had been widely discussed in the 
mid-1760s, the public interest declined sharply. euler’s logic diagrams and his 
metaphysics, published in 1768, were not discussed by professors of philosophy, 
especially in German-speaking countries. euler’s letters were reproduced several 
times until the end of the 1780s and translated into German in 1769; however, 
a philosophical reception of his logic was initially lacking. The philosophical 
reception of the logic of Ploucquet, euler and lambert began only twenty years 
after the publications. Only in the 1790s did Kantian and later Kant-opponents 
mention and use the first euler-type diagrams. Thus, it does not suffice to speak 
only of three periods in early modern times in which euler-type diagrams were 
used. One must also divide the third period into several sections. The first section 
begins with Ploucquet, lambert and euler, and the second section with Kantians 
and Kant-critics.
immanuel Kant himself used numerous diagrams in his logic lectures in 
Königsberg (AA XVi, p. 726; Fig. 10), and some of them were euler diagrams 
(lu-Adler, 2012): At one point, in 1772, Kant explicitly spoke in his lectures of 
“euler’s […] figures” (AA XXiV/i, p. 454). However, since his lectures contain 
many more traditional diagrams that euler did not use, the Letters to a German 
Princess cannot have been his only source (and also not lambert’s Neues Organon 
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or Ploucquet’s Fundamenta Philosophiae Speculativae). Kant knew lambert’s 
writing with euler-type diagrams, but whether he also knew Ploucquets’ 
diagrams or whether he was interested in his criticism at all is uncertain.5 But 
it was not until 1800 that Gottlob Benjamin Jäsche published a compilation of 
these logic lectures (including diagrams), which became pioneering for the 19th 
century (Kant, 1800). 
Previously, however, there was a dispute about the validity and development of 
geometrical figures and logic diagrams between leibnizians and Kantians. since 
the middle of the 1780s, leibnizians had criticized the function of intuition 
in geometry, which Kantians had just pointed out (Allison, 1973, pp. 1–104; 
5 For a detailed description of the reception of lambert by Kant cf. Peckhaus, 1997, 
pp. 110–120.
Figure 10. Kant’s diagrams
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Koriako, 1999, §24). in addition to this long-standing discussion on intuition 
in geometry, a second debate about the history and relevance of logic diagrams 
developed. rather neutral are the logics of Johann August Heinrich Ulrich 
(1785, p. 148) and Gotthelf samuel steinbart (1787, pp. 14–17), but the two 
use only linear diagrams. 
later, in the logic debate, leibnizians appealed to the Kant-critic Ploucquet and tried 
to harmonize him with lambert: The anti-Kantian Johann Gebhardt ehrenreich 
Maaß (1793; Bernhard, 2007) used triangles in his logic based on lambert’s line 
diagrams. in his opinion, euler’s diagrams are “useless” (Maaß, 1793, p. iX).  The 
leibnizian Wilhelm ludwig Gottlob von eberstein (1794, pp.  93, 302, 454) wrote 
that Ploucquet was the first one to use squares, followed by lambert’s use of lines, 
and finally Maaß’s triangles in syllogistics. eberstein (1794, p. 244) mentions euler 
only once in connection with the critics of the monad doctrine (Knobloch, 2010). 
These critics are strongly abused by eberstein. At the beginning of the 1790s, there 
was even a German edition of Letters to a German Princess, in which the sections 
on logic and metaphysics (directed against leibniz and Wolff) were excluded. 
The publisher explained that there was no “general interest” in euler’s logic and 
metaphysics; furthermore, both sections were strongly in need of modernization 
(euler, 1792/1793, vol. 1, p. V). German supporters of leibniz and Wolff welcomed 
the reduction of this work to its scientific content (Br., 1793). 
in contrast to the leibnizians, the Kantians expressed the opinion in the 1790s 
that lambert was more in harmony with euler and that both were forerunners 
of Kant. Johann Gottfried Kiesewetter, who had studied in Königsberg in 1788, 
used circle diagrams in order to illustrate rules of conversion (Kiesewetter, 1793, 
pp. 125–127). Particularly relevant is Georg samuel Albert Mellin (1799, pp. 
581–611), who linked Kant’s The False Subtlety of the Four Syllogistic Figures with 
euler’s and lambert’s logic. in a table at the end of the book, he contrasts eight line 
diagrams of lambert with eight circle diagrams of euler (Fig. 11). 
Figure 11. mellin’s diagram
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On the basis of these different perspectives, we can assume that the term ‘euler 
diagrams’ is used today only for the reason that Kantians have prevailed to a 
certain extent against leibnizians. However, with the appearance of the Jäsche-
logic, the reception of logic diagrams began to strengthen from 1800 onwards. 
it was only with the discovery of the ‘Weierstrass monsters’ and the so-called 
‘new logic’ of Frege that the reception suddenly stopped in the German-speaking 
world in about 1880. From then on, formalism prevailed in Central europe and 
the use of euler-type diagrams remained a second-class approach in logic until 
the end of the 20th century (Bernhard, 2001, pp. 11–17).
conclusion
i have argued that there have been three periods of euler-type diagrams in 
early modern history. The first period began with Vives, whose diagram was 
taken by Keckermann and Alsted. reimers remained an outsider in this period. 
The second period consisted of two schools: the Weigel circle with Weigel 
as the teacher of sturm and leibniz, as well as the Weise circle with Weise 
as the teacher of Grosser and lange. in this period, leibniz was aware of 
the published diagrams of Weigel and sturm; furthermore, lange knew of 
all the published euler-type diagrams of this period. There was, however, no 
indication that the authors of the second period knew about the euler-type 
diagrams of the first period. 
This was similar in the third period. Ploucquet and lambert argued in the 1760s 
about who had invented euler-type diagrams. euler did not comment on the 
history of the diagrams. lambert found in later years lange’s euler-type diagrams 
from the second period. This historical note, however, was only taken up again 
many decades later. to this extent, the third period also has a discontinuity 
with the other two periods. However, i have also suggested that further sections 
should be mentioned within the third period. While the diagrams of lambert 
and Ploucquet were discussed intensively in the 1760s, the discussion thereafter 
sharply diminished. it was not until the 1790s that euler-type diagrams were 
recalled by logicians in connection with the debate between leibnizians and 
Kantians on intuition in geometry and logic. The connections and interruptions 
between the authors of the three periods can be viewed on the accompanying 
diagram (Fig. 12).
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The individual sections of the third epoch have not yet been explored. Neither 
is it known how many schools or sections this period has, nor whether it makes 
sense to look for further sections in this period. in connection with the research 
of this period, the question arises as to when euler emerges for the first time as a 
prominent name for logic diagrams and when exactly the term ‘euler diagrams’ 
finds itself in literature. it also remains questionable whether the expansion of 
logic diagrams since the 1990s can still be assigned to a section of the third 
period.
Figure 12. This Hasse-type diagram shows the proven, or highly probable, influence 
from one author to another (indicated by solid lines). Dotted lines illustrate the fact 
that an author later became aware of the other author.
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